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Introduction  
Talent acquisition is about more than just filling open roles. It’s about developing 
relationships with people. But because the labor market is more challenging than 
ever, there is increased pressure to find qualified talent for a record number of  
open positions. Talent teams have had to adapt in a short time and retool their 
recruiting strategies to attract and convert the right candidates.

Building a sustainable recruiting process that finds, attracts, nurtures, and hires 
quality employees requires talent acquisition (TA) teams to focus on improving  
the experience of candidates, recruiters, and hiring managers. 

This recruiting experience trifecta serves as the cornerstone of a talent acquisition 
strategy for companies that want to win in the war for talent. When recruiters  
and hiring managers effectively communicate and collaborate, they can build a 
world-class experience that converts candidates into applicants, applicants into  
new hires, and new hires into engaged, loyal employees. 

In this e-book, we’ll dive into the recruiting experience trifecta and discuss 
how TA professionals are maximizing hiring outcomes, optimizing processes, 
and improving communication by focusing on each of these experiences. See 
how successful talent teams are winning top candidates and retaining quality 
employees in the most difficult hiring environment in recent history. 

Talent  
acquisition is  

about more than  
just filling 

 open roles.

http://jobvite.com
https://employinc.com/index.html
https://www.jobvite.com/the-talent-acquisition-experience-trifecta/
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How the Candidate Experience  
Influences Recruiting Success 
Today’s candidates enjoy a position of power in the labor market. Qualified employees are short in supply, giving top  

talent the ability to negotiate for higher compensation, better benefits, remote work, and an attractive workplace culture. 

Recruiters are prioritizing diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI) initiatives, recruitment marketing programs, and engagement 

campaigns to improve the candidate experience and more effectively attract top talent.

Candidate expectations are growing
Employers today can no longer expect to hire high-quality employees with the bare minimum of an employee value proposition 

(EVP). Companies must be mission driven, strongly committed to DEI, provide competitive compensation, offer remote  

work options, focus on work-life blend, and support employees through employee assistance programs. 

After The Great Reshuffle, job seekers have a lengthy list of expectations for their employers.  

Here are more of the top items that candidates are looking for when searching for a job:

• An easy, intuitive application process that’s mobile-optimized

• Timely responses and proactive communication from recruiters throughout the process

• Clear expectations set by recruiters and hiring managers for timeline, salary,  
and steps in the hiring process

• A supportive workplace that prioritizes the improvement of DEI in company culture

• A remote-first or hybrid work environment

• Competitive benefits for insurance, PTO, salary, and bonus programs

• A short feedback loop with recruiters and hiring managers

http://jobvite.com
https://employinc.com/index.html
https://www.jobvite.com/blog/candidate-engagement/six-elements-of-a-great-job-application-process/
https://www.jobvite.com/lp/how-to-lose-a-candidate-in-10-days/
https://www.jobvite.com/lp/top-10-recruiting-trends-for-2022/
https://www.jobvite.com/two-talented-tuesday-using-communication-to-provide-a-positive-candidate-experience-webinar/
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Meeting Candidates Where They Are
In a market that’s short of qualified workers, a positive candidate experience will attract and convert the right talent, faster. 

Candidates are on the go and easily accessible through their smartphones — so they expect intelligent and mobile-optimized 

applications that don’t take 45 minutes to complete. They also expect to see a well-illustrated employer brand and EVP that 

stands out against competitors.

Recruiters know that a solid candidate experience reaches beyond current applicants for a role. It’s important to engage  

past applicants, silver medalists, and passive talent to create a world-class candidate experience that helps keep talent pools 

diverse. TA teams save time in hiring by leveraging their entire network to help find qualified, engaged candidates who have 

been pre-screened — whether it’s from previous interviews or from a referral.

http://jobvite.com
https://employinc.com/index.html
https://www.jobvite.com/blog/candidate-engagement/six-elements-of-a-great-job-application-process/
https://www.jobvite.com/blog/hiring/three-key-insights-for-amplifying-diversity-hiring/
https://www.jobvite.com/blog/hiring/three-key-insights-for-amplifying-diversity-hiring/
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Why Companies Are Investing in  
the Recruiter Experience
The second aspect of the recruiting trifecta is the recruiter experience. As companies seek to hire more this year, recruiters 

are working harder than ever to find the best-qualified talent as quickly as possible, which can lead to recruiter burnout. The 

most strategic leaders are investing in talent acquisition programs that allow their recruiting teams to automate manual 

tasks, including scheduling, screening, and matching applicants to roles. This enables them to better focus on the human 

aspects of recruiting. 

Strategic leaders also know they must prioritize recruiter experiences as an essential part of the overall talent acquisition 

function. When recruiters are valued and have a say in the technologies they use, they are more likely to stay at an organization. 

In fact, according to Aptitude Research, one in two recruiters would join another company with better recruiting technology. 

Today’s chaotic — and growing — job market has proven just how essential talent teams are to the success of a company. 

Recruiters, recruitment marketers, and other talent acquisition professionals communicate your employer brand to the world 

and show candidates what it’s like to work for you. They’re also responsible for the first interaction that candidates have with 

your company, and in a market that’s highly competitive for talent teams, these interactions can capture or lose top candidates. 

Leaders are investing in recruiting programs and are ponying up for new talent acquisition technology to help teams attract 

and win qualified candidates. Clearly, it’s not just candidates who have increased their expectations of employers, but 

recruiters are also asking and expecting more of them, too.

http://jobvite.com
https://employinc.com/index.html
https://www.jobvite.com/lp/2021-recruiter-nation-report/
https://www.aptituderesearch.com/research_report/talent-acquisition-technology-and-the-modern-recruiter/
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On top of competitive benefits, remote work, and better compensation, recruiters are looking for employers to step up 

their talent acquisition technology to help them quickly expand teams with qualified employees.

Talent Technology
Just as candidates want an intuitive way to browse, learn about, and apply for jobs at your company, recruiters want a stack 

of innovative technology that saves time and effort on tedious tasks. An ATS is no longer enough to help evolved recruiting 

teams find and hire top talent in a competitive labor market. Recruiters need a fully integrated, end-to-end talent acquisition 

suite that allows them to optimize and automate their hiring process. And if they don’t have that with your company, they’ll 

find a place that does.

Short & Effective Feedback Loops
Talent teams are an essential function within every business, 

and recruiters need quick and effective communication from 

leadership and hiring managers to hire the right employees. 

Leaders are investing in upgraded technology that allows for 

easier, instant communication between hiring managers and 

recruiters. Shortening the feedback loop helps recruiters relay 

information and updates quickly to candidates throughout the 

recruiting process.

Recruiters Want More Out of  
Their Employers

TIP: 
Use intelligent messaging tools to 
automatically solicit feedback from hiring 
managers after they complete an interview 
with a candidate. This keeps things moving 
and shortens the feedback loop.

http://jobvite.com
https://employinc.com/index.html
https://www.jobvite.com/blog/recruiting-process/take-the-quiz-is-your-ta-technology-holding-you-back/
https://www.jobvite.com/blog/recruiting-process/take-the-quiz-is-your-ta-technology-holding-you-back/
https://www.jobvite.com/blog/ai-and-automation/when-to-know-if-the-ats-is-no-longer-enough/
https://www.jobvite.com/evolve-talent-acquisition-suite/
https://www.jobvite.com/evolve-talent-acquisition-suite/
https://www.jobvite.com/lp/2021-recruiter-nation-report/
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Analytics Help Improve the Recruiting Process

44%
of candidates said that 
they would turn down  
a job or interview offer  

if a company lacked  
a commitment  

to DEI

49%
of recruiters  

reported that job  
seekers asked them  
about the company’s  

DEI program

Recruiting teams have had to get even more agile and learn how 

to analyze key recruiting metrics to improve the hiring process. As 

challenges arise, talent teams need to adjust the recruiting process 

— and a robust analytics platform that automatically reports 

on key metrics to stakeholders helps teams make data-driven 

decisions in real-time. Gather feedback from hiring managers, 

recruiters, and candidates about crucial steps in the  

hiring process to improve the overall experience.

Commitment to Diversity, Equity, and  
Inclusion (DEI)
The commitment to DEI is just as important for 

recruiters as it is for candidates. Talent acquisition 

leaders are increasing budgets for building DEI 

initiatives in their companies, and it’s paying off in many 

ways. In fact, 49% of recruiters reported that job seekers 

asked them about the company’s DEI program, and 

44% of candidates said that they would turn down a job 

or interview offer if a company lacked a commitment to 

DEI. Also, ensuring that recruiters themselves represent 

all walks of life helps promote more inclusive hiring 

practices within the organization. Prioritizing diversity, 

equity, and inclusion in the wokplace ultimately starts 

with buy-in and dedication from leadership and is put 

into action by talent teams. 

http://jobvite.com
https://employinc.com/index.html
https://www.jobvite.com/lp/recruitment-metrics-kit/
https://www.jobvite.com/products/analytics/
https://www.jobvite.com/lp/2021-recruiter-nation-report/
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Companies have seen the big picture of how the hiring manager experience influences candidate and recruiter experiences.  

A gap in communication between recruiters and hiring managers can be detrimental to a company’s recruiting program,  

but many TA teams lack the technology and processes to fix one. The average candidate is only on the market for 10 days,  

so talent teams need to move quickly to attract and hire the right candidates. A fully integrated, end-to-end talent acquisition 

suite will optimize communication and shorten feedback loops between candidates, recruiters, AND hiring managers to 

capture top talent fast.

Challenges for Today’s Hiring Manager
Hiring managers and leaders are still seeking qualified talent — often with mixed results. High-quality candidates are in  

short supply and have a list of expectations for their employers, putting pressure on recruiters and hiring managers to  

hire as fast as possible. In order to work seamlessly together, talent teams need to understand the top challenges  
of hiring managers today, including:  

• Competing with other employers for a small pool of qualified candidates

• Outdated technology that slows communication between hiring managers and recruiters

• Manual daily tasks like scheduling, providing feedback after interviews, or screening candidates

• Feeling overwhelmed from being short-staffed and needing to backfill open positions

• Managing expectations with recruiters on the ideal candidate and salary budgets

• Providing remote work flexibility when companies want to bring everyone back to work

How to Optimize the Hiring Manager 
Experience to Work Seamlessly  
with Recruiters

https://www.jobvite.com/the-talent-acquisition-experience-trifecta/
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Automation and AI Make Life Easier for Hiring Managers, Too
Agile talent teams have adopted automation and AI tools to save time on manual tasks like scheduling interviews, 

screening applicants, and matching candidates to open roles. Upgraded technology can optimize communication 

between hiring managers and recruiters — improving recruiting outcomes. Leaders are investing in smarter TA 

solutions that automatically source, engage, screen, schedule, and even onboard the right candidates.

Even without an impressive talent acquisition suite, hiring managers can still automate parts of their day-to-day 

job to improve processes. Leverage free tools like the Job Description Grader to help reduce biased language in 

job descriptions, save time for recruiters and hiring managers, and attract a wider diversity of candidates.

Bridge the Communication Gap
As mentioned before, a good candidate isn’t on the job market for long. That means every  

day counts during the recruiting process. Hiring managers and recruiters should be on the  

same page about a role, so they know the perfect candidate as soon as they find them and  

can quickly respond during the process to keep them engaged. Smart recruiting software  

shortens the feedback loop by automating tedious tasks like soliciting feedback from  

hiring managers after candidate interviews. Here are some strategic tips to improve  
communication among teams during the recruiting process: 

• Have hiring managers lay out important details like salary budget and role  
requirements before recruiters start sourcing. Remember, this can change at  
any time, but it’s important to set the expectations to keep everybody on the  
same page.

• Ensure hiring managers have clear schedules when interviews with candidates start  
rolling in. This will help easily find a date that works for everyone without wasting time.

• Use intelligent messaging tools like automated chatbots and texting to help  
quickly answer candidate questions without making them wait.

http://jobvite.com
https://employinc.com/index.html
https://www.jobvite.com/lp/how-to-improve-recruiter-efficiency-with-automation/
https://www.jobvite.com/job-description-grader/
https://www.jobvite.com/products/intelligent-messaging/
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After a complete shift in the job market over the past two years, many companies are still trying to get their footing with staffing 

their organizations. They are trying to fill long-vacant positions, often with smaller teams, in an intensely competitive market 

for employers. Agile recruiting teams are adapting with the market and have prioritized improving the trifecta of candidate, 

recruiter, and hiring manager experiences to attract and convert top talent.

The Recruiting Experience Trifecta  
is Essential to Hiring Success

In the new normal of the remote and hybrid workplace, 

companies have adopted automation and AI tools to maximize 

efficiency among teams. Organizations that unify and optimize 

their recruiting processes will hire and retain the best employees 

in the job market. Every talent team needs an intuitive solution 

to manage the complex trifecta of candidate, recruiter, and 

hiring manager experiences. 

Jobvite’s new Evolve Talent Acquisition Suite reimagines 

recruiting for top talent teams who are looking to overcome 

recruiting challenges, maximize hiring outcomes, and enhance 

experiences for candidates, recruiters, and hiring managers alike. 

Looking to learn more about how talent acquisition teams  

are optimizing the recruiting experience trifecta and winning 

top candidates? Watch our product tour or schedule your own 

demo today.

http://jobvite.com
https://employinc.com/index.html
https://www.jobvite.com/blog/candidate-experience/why-the-candidate-recruiter-and-hiring-manager-experiences-are-essential-for-a-successful-recruiting-strategy/
https://www.jobvite.com/evolve-talent-acquisition-suite/
https://www.jobvite.com/lp/platform-product-tour/
https://www.jobvite.com/lp/request-a-demo/
https://www.jobvite.com/lp/request-a-demo/


About Employ Inc.
Employ Inc. empowers organizations of all sizes to overcome their greatest recruiting and talent 

acquisition challenges. Offering a combination of purpose-built, intelligent technologies, services, and 

industry expertise, Employ provides SMB to global enterprises with a single solution for recruiting and 

growing a diverse workforce. Through its Jobvite, JazzHR, and NXTThing RPO brands, Employ serves 

more than 12,000 customers across industries. For more information, visit www.employinc.com.

https://www.jobvite.com
https://www.jazzhr.com/
https://www.nxtthingrpo.com/
https://employinc.com/index.html

